Vulvodynia and depression – a case study
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Summary

The analysis of the case of vulvodynia coexisting with depression. Remission in terms of pain and affective symptoms was achieved simultaneously after including gabapentin in the treatment at a dose of 900 mg/d. Depressive disorders may constitute a risk factor for vulvodynia and occur as a secondary condition to pain. The frequency of other functional pain syndromes such as fibromyalgia and temporomandibular syndrome is much higher in patients with vulvodynia than in the overall female population. The risk of suicide in vulvodynia, similarly to other chronic pain syndromes, is relatively high, especially with coexisting depressive symptoms.
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Introduction

Pain is a subjective unpleasant, sensual and emotional experience resulting from stimuli damaging body tissues (nociceptive stimuli) or causing the risk of such damage. Acute pain is usually elicited by nociceptive stimuli and has an adaptive value as it makes it possible to locate the tissue damage and launches reactions that minimize the pain. Pain persisting for more than 3 months, when its duration is longer than the actual wound healing time, is called chronic pain [1]. In the biopsychosocial model, the suffering accompanying pain and the resulting disability are conditioned by a specific interaction of psychological, social, cultural, biological and genetic factors. The importance of social and psychological factors increases together with the chronification of pain [2]. Chronic pain is experienced by 12–30% of residents of Europe, negatively influencing the quality of their lives, impairing their daily functioning and hindering or making it impossible to carry out occupational duties [3].

The incidence of pain in individuals suffering from depression and that of depression in people experiencing chronic pain is significantly more frequent than each of
these conditions separately. Due to the frequent coexistence of depression and pain, the mutual induction of the two conditions, reaction to similar drugs and probably a common neurobiological basis, the literature on the subject has adopted an expression “the depression-pain dyad” or “the depression-pain syndrome” [3, 4]. A positive correlation was revealed between severity of depression and severity of pain, its duration, frequency and number of its locations [5, 6]. Table 1 contains the results of selected studies on the occurrence of depression in patients with chronic pain, and of chronic pain in people with depression.

Table 1. Review of research on the coexistence of chronic pain and depression

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Incidence of depressive disorders in people with chronic pain</th>
<th>Incidence of chronic pain in people with depressive disorders</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bair et al. [5] chronic pain in the course of somatic diseases</td>
<td>Bair et al. [5] an average of 65% of patients with major depression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13% in gynecological clinics</td>
<td>Ohayon et al. [7] 43.3% of patients with major depression vs. 16.1% in the control group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27% in primary care</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52% in pain clinics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56% in rheumatology and orthopedic clinics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85% in dental clinics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agüera et al. [8] people with chronic pain of unexplained etiology:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52% major depressive episode</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.8% minor depression or dysthymia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain contributes to a lower effectiveness and higher costs of treatment of depression [9].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are 4 types of chronic pain:
1) neuropathic pain – caused and maintained by pathological lesions in the nervous system;
2) nociceptive pain – caused by tissue damage;
3) visceral pain – with internal organs being the source;
4) idiopathic pain – with an unknown or unclear etiology [10].

Idiopathic pain is also often called functional or psychosomatic and occurs in such disorders as fibromyalgia, temporomandibular joint pain syndrome, irritable bowel syndrome, and vulvodynia.

Vulvodynia is a type of vulvar pain, also described as itching, burning, hypersensitivity of the vagina opening, persisting for at least 3 months without a clear cause, with possible coexisting factors. Depending on its location, vulvodynia is divided into generalized, localized (clitorodynia, hemivulvodynia, vestibulodynia and other) or mixed. Pain can occur spontaneously or, in the case of provoked vulvodynia, can be caused by irritation or sexual contacts [11]. The score incidence of vulvodynia is
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from 3.8% to 9% [12–15]. It was estimated that the disease may occur throughout the lives of 9% to 16% of women [12–14]. Vulvodynia is observed equally often in all decades of life of sexually active women. The incidence of the disease decreases in the case of women over 70 years of age, which is due to limited sexual activity [13, 15]. The first symptoms appear on average around the age of 30, although there are cases of the disease onset in childhood or adolescence [15]. The results of the longitudinal prospective population study by Reed et al. [16] demonstrate that a remission-free course of the disease is rather exceptional and concerns only approx. 10% of cases. The researchers considerably more often observed remission without relapse (50%) or periods of remissions and exacerbations after 6–30 pain-free months.

In practice, the diagnosis is based on eliminating other diseases which can induce vulvar pain: infectious, inflammatory, neoplastic or neurological ones [11]. However, it seems that the disease is rarely diagnosed and happens to be wrongly interpreted as estrogen deficiency, candidal infections, dermatological disorders or psychological problems. Therefore, in the event of the persistence of pain symptoms despite an adequate treatment of the mentioned diseases, vulvodynia should be considered as a possible diagnosis [6]. Women with vulvodynia are usually referred to 3 to 5 specialists, and in most cases leave without an adequate diagnosis [13, 17]. Nearly half of women suffering from vulvodynia do not attempt to seek diagnosis for their disease [13, 15].

The etiology of vulvodynia has not been sufficiently explained. Among the considered options are genetic predispositions, abnormal embryonic development, central and peripheral sensitization and increased muscular tension in the pelvic floor area. Generalized unprovoked vulvodynia is treated as a complex regional pain syndrome (CRPS), such as fibromyalgia and temporomandibular joint syndrome. There are assumptions that the CRPS is caused by central sensitization processes. The wind-up process may be of significance, causing increased neural activity in the posterior horns of the spinal cord as a reaction to a repeated stimulation of nociceptive primary group C nerve fibres. The mechanism is responsible for the chronicity of pain despite the lack of a stimulus causing it [18].

The case of vulvodynia coexisting with symptoms of a depressive syndrome described in the study calls for an analysis of correlations between chronic pain and depression. The patient gave her informed consent for publishing this case study.

Case study

A 45-year-old woman was referred to a psychiatry clinic due to the relapse of vulvar pain persisting for half a year and the coexisting symptoms of depression.

The patient was born postterm. Her early psychomotor development was normal. She was brought up in a full family together with her seven years younger sister. She had good results at school and did not cause any behavioral problems. She called herself “a timid child”. She completed a general secondary school. She did not take her final secondary school exams due to pregnancy. After getting married she started a business with her husband. She has been divorced for 10 years, now working occasionally as a carer of elderly people.
Her father completed higher education; he died due to a brain tumor at the age of 48. He abused his family physically and psychologically. At the time of her father’s death the patient was 16 years old. Her mother is 67, with secondary education, and used to work as an accountant.

The patient got married when she was 18. Her husband was her first sexual partner. A year after marriage she gave birth to a daughter. Her marriage was a sort of “escape from her family home”. Shortly after marriage the couple began to experience serious problems. The patient’s husband was unfaithful to her and behaved in a crude and disrespectful way. The patient began to avoid intercourses with her husband (“I felt repugnance towards him”). Her husband never forced her into an intercourse. However, during sex he would ridicule the appearance of her genitals and say that she is sexually unattractive to him. Two years before the divorce the couple completely stopped having sexual relations. The marriage lasted 10 years. The patient was the one who filed for a divorce. She assesses her current relationship with her husband positively. Her daughter is 26 years old.

In her childhood she frequently experienced head trauma without the loss of consciousness (as she was beaten by her father). In her puberty she experienced loss of consciousness twice, without signs of seizures. For several years she has been treated for arterial hypertension. Her maternal grandmother was treated for depression, and her paternal grandmother committed suicide, and probably also suffered from depression.

The patient’s first pain symptoms appeared during the divorce, when she was 28 years old; they started with aching teeth. A year later, when the patient went abroad for work, the pain was so intense that it prevented normal daily functioning. Therefore, the patient returned to Poland. The patient was diagnosed and treated in a dental clinic. At that time the pain was located in the temporal and mandibular area. The sanitation of oral cavity was performed, without a significant improvement. Trigeminal neuralgia was also ruled out. Carbamazepine and diazepam were administered, with no significant improvement. A year later the pain changed its location to the vulvar labia, the clitoris and the perianal area. Despite the change in location, the nature of the pain (its intensity and recurrence) was similar, described as an itching and burning sensation. The pain appeared spontaneously, was recurrent and its intensity increased in response to touch. Due to her symptoms the patient was referred to a dermatologist, a gynecologist and a neurologist while she stayed in a inpatient ward. On the basis of medical examinations (an MRI of the head and spine, vaginal swabs and an ultrasound of reproductive organs) other somatic causes of vulvar pain were ruled out. The gynecologist, suspecting vulvodynia, prescribed amitriptyline at a dose of 50 mg per day. After a few days the patient stopped taking the medicine due to poor tolerance (excessive sedation and vertigo). Clitoris cryotherapy did not bring the expected outcome either. The pain was so intense that it prevented the patient’s normal daily functioning.

Mood disorders appeared as secondary to the described pain symptoms. Her mood was low and her activity was limited; she reported attention disorders, a low self-esteem, anhedonia, a loss of interests, a prolonged sleep latency and a sense of guilt. She claimed that due to her disease she was a burden for her family. Furthermore, during pain-free periods, she waited in anxiety for another pain episode. The
patient herself associated her affective symptoms with the pain that she experienced. After around half a year from the onset of vulvar pain, the patient attempted suicide by swallowing 60 tablets of amitriptyline. Later on, when she was asked about the reasons for her suicide attempt, she said “the pain was unbearable, I no longer had any hope for improvement, and felt that I was a burden for my family”. She was hospitalized at the Intensive Therapy Ward and a month later at the general psychiatric ward. The patient’s hospital stay lasted 2 weeks. After introducing sulpiride to the treatment, the pain subsided only for a few days. The patient was treated on an outpatient basis for several months. When required, she took alprazolam, carbamazepine 400 mg/d, sertraline up to 150 mg/d, with no significant improvement.

She was again referred to a psychiatric hospital, this time to the neurotic disorders ward. At that time her vulvar pain had lasted a year. Her pharmacotherapy was modified; clomipramine at a dose of 225 mg/d and chlorprothixene up to 30 mg/d. She also underwent individual and group psychotherapy according to the psychodynamics theory. A gradual improvement in the patient’s mood was observed, and her pain subsided. She was released home with a diagnosis of recurrent depressive disorder – moderate depressive episode.

For approx. 7 years the patient was taking clomipramine at a maintenance dose of 75 mg/d. Vulvar pain recurred during that time on average every half a year and quickly subsided after increasing the dose of clomipramine to 225 mg/d. The patient spent those years abroad and functioned quite well. The only episodes of low mood occurred when pain relapsed.

After that the patient was readmitted to the neurotic disorders ward due to pain in the left side of her face persisting for two months which did not stop after analgesics and high doses of clomipramine. After being admitted to the hospital, the patient’s mood was low, she was weepy, reported night sleep disorders with waking up at around 2 a.m., experienced anxiety without a cause, which intensified in the morning, increased thirst, and a subjective sensation of rush of thoughts. It was decided to maintain clomipramine at a dose of 225 mg/d. The treatment was supplemented with valproate at a dose of 1,000 mg/d and chlorprothixene up to 45 mg/d. As in the fourth week of hospitalization the patient had urinary retention, clomipramine was discontinued and replaced with escitalopram, achieving a total subsiding of the pain and an improvement in the patient’s mood. The patient was released home with diagnosed anxiety disorder with a somatic presentation and with a recommendation to take escitalopram at a dose of 30 mg/d, chlorprothixene at a dose of 45 mg/d and valproate at a dose of 1,000 mg/d.

For another 3 years, when the patient worked abroad, the symptoms did not recur. After that the patient again began to experience mandibular pain and anxiety, insomnia and intense suicidal thoughts. Due to her condition, the patient returned to Poland. After a few weeks the pain subsided, but her anxiety level was still high, accompanied with insomnia, low mood and suicidal thoughts and tendencies. The patient made a suicidal attempt by jumping from height, which, however, was foiled by her daughter. After that she was hospitalized at a psychiatric ward for the fourth time. She was released with a diagnosis of recurrent depressive disorders. Venlafaxine was included in her
treatment at a dose of 150 mg/d, with an improvement continuing for approximately a year, until her current hospitalization caused by recurring pain in the vulvar area.

The pain was described as itching, burning, a sense of pressure, occurring continuously during the day, with short pauses lasting a few hours at the maximum. The pain intensified with touch, during micturition and during irrigation of the external urethral orifice by underwear or other factors. During intensified pain, the patient could not engage in sexual activity. In the pain-free periods, she experienced anxiety due to the possible return of the symptoms. The patient was not able to identify any factors that bring her relief. Her mood was low, she reported lack of energy, anhedonia, and she spoke with resignation about her condition, seeing no hope for improvement of her pain symptoms. The pain made it difficult to fall asleep and woke the patient up during the night. Within a few months before the hospitalization, the patient lost over a dozen kilograms, which was due to a slimming diet. No intensification of pain or depression at a particular time of the day was observed. The pain appeared unpredictably. The case history showed that depressive symptoms were secondary to pain. For approx. 2 months the patient has taken duloxetine at a dose of 60 mg/d and chlorprothixene at a dose of 45 mg/d, without any significant improvement.

In the first days of hospital stay the patient obtained 10 points on the Hamilton Depression Scale, which corresponded to mild depression. The results of psychological tests (the Graham-Kendall test for the memory of geometrical forms, the Bender test, the Mini–Mental State Examination and the Clock Drawing Test) were normal and did not show any organic lesions in the central nervous system. The patient’s profile obtained within the MMPI-2 personality test showed an evident defensive tendency and the lack of inclination towards exaggerating symptoms. The results for most clinical scales, both content and supplementary scales, were within the interpretative silence. The tests showed that the patient is not an achievement-oriented person, but a pessimistic, introvert and restless one, weakly adapted in psychological terms, and having problems with coping with stress.

The laboratory test results: urinalysis, liver function tests and thyroid hormones were normal. The blood count revealed features of microcytic anemia due to iron deficiency.

The patient has menstruated regularly since the age of 15. During her periods, which last approx. 7 days, she experiences heavy bleeding. Her case history includes 1 pregnancy, 1 physiological delivery without peripartum complications, with episiotomy and normal wound healing. The gynecological examination results were as follows: normal vagina, cervix without any pathological lesions, uterus with a normal size, mobile and homogenous, and adnexa not palpable. The pelvic floor muscles were tense and tender. The periurethral area was also sensitive to pain. The intravaginal ultrasound revealed a fibroid in the posterior uterine wall, with a diameter of 2.5 cm, distorting the uterine cavity. The diagnosis included clitorodynia (vulvodynia) and a dysfunction of the pelvic floor muscles. The gynecologist recommended the supplementation of the treatment with gabapentin at a dose increasing from 900 mg/d to 1,800 mg/d if no improvement is observed. Introducing myofascial therapy was also suggested, but the patient was not interested in this type of treatment. Gabapentin was included
in her treatment at a dose of 1,200 mg/d. After 3 weeks a complete remission of pain and depressive symptoms was achieved. After 2 successful temporary releases, the patient was released from the hospital with the recommendation to continue treatment in outpatient settings.

Discussion

In the described case, the coexistence of a depressive disorder with vulvar pain was considered in the context of the following combinations of clinical diagnoses:

1) vulvodynia and a secondary depressive reaction;
2) recurrent depressive disorder coexisting with vulvodynia.

The results of longitudinal studies demonstrate that depression may be a predictor of chronic pain, and chronic pain is associated with a higher risk of depression [19, 20]. Fishbain et al. [6] suggested a few hypotheses explaining the coincidence of these conditions. According to the first, depression precedes pain and is a predisposing factor for its occurrence. Based on another hypothesis, depression is secondary to pain and is its natural consequence. The third hypothesis, referred to as the scar hypothesis, assumes that depression occurring before the onset of pain is a predisposing factor of depression after the pain starts. Pain functions as a kind of stressor which induces relapses of depression in individuals with genetic predispositions. This hypothesis is supported by Magni et al. [21], who state that from 37.8% to 69% of individuals with chronic pain have at least one first-degree relative who suffers from a disorder within the depression spectrum. According to the fourth hypothesis, the correlation between pain and depression is mediated by psychological variables. In the study by Masheb et al. [22] on patients with vulvodynia actively seeking treatment, 17% of women met the criteria for a major depressive disorder, and 45% confirmed having depression episodes in the past. In as many as 62.5% of them the first episode of depression preceded the first vulvodynia symptoms, and in the remaining cases it was secondary to the symptoms.

The results of the population study show that women who experienced mood disorders in the past (major depression, dysthymia) are at three times higher risk of vulvodynia in comparison to the control group. However, the risk of the first depressive episode or its relapse in women with vulvodynia is 1.7 times higher than in the reference group [23]. In the case described in the present study a depressive episode developed secondary to pain, and the symptoms might be a psychological reaction to pain or to a lengthy diagnostic and treatment process or the lack of expected outcomes. Further relapses of depression were also preceded by pain in the vulvar or mandibular area. During the fourth hospitalization depressive symptoms continued despite the relapse of pain, and their intensity was so high that the patient made a suicide attempt.

Although the patient denied having depressive episodes before the onset of pain in the mandibular and vulvar area she is at a higher risk of recurring depressive disorder due to the presence of depression in her family history. It seems that in this patient’s case vulvodynia could theoretically coexist with recurring depressive disorder, but the
hypothesis can only be confirmed if in the future there is a depressive episode occurring independently of pain in the vulvar or facial area.

The review of studies conducted by Tang et al. [24] shows that the risk of suicide death in individuals suffering from chronic pain is twice as high than in the control group. From 5% to 14% of persons experiencing chronic pain attempt suicide, and approx. 20% have suicidal thoughts. The suicide risk factors applicable to individuals suffering from chronic pain are: being female, a high intensity of pain, the coexistence of depression, suicide in the family, past suicidal attempts and pain-related sleep disorders. In this case suicidal behavior is associated with catastrophism related to pain. It is a set of negative cognitive and emotional processes related to pain such as exaggerating the symptoms, ruminations on pain, the sense of helplessness with regard to pain and a pessimistic approach to the future course of the disease and treatment outcomes. Its intensity positively correlates with pain intensity, the level of pain-related disability, the treatment outcomes of the primary disease and the intensity of depression. Individuals with such an attitude more often apply non-adaptive strategies of coping with pain and less frequently show pro-health behavior. They may perceive their pain as more intense as they selectively and intensely focus their attention on the pain stimuli and wait for their recurrence with anxiety. Despite the fact that this type of behavior may result in receiving more support from the environment, the result can also be the opposite [25].

Vulvodynia is associated with a considerably higher level of catastrophism related to pain symptoms in the vulvar area as compared to other areas of the body [26]. Catastrophism is a phenomenon independent of depression and other negative affective states and positively correlates with pain intensity. Pain-related catastrophism is associated with a higher risk of chronification of acute pain [27]. The risk of suicide in the described case was increased due to suicide in the family and the coexisting depression. The first suicide attempt was due to a high level of pain-related catastrophism. The second suicide attempt made during the pain-free period was a consequence of a lowered self-esteem due to depression, the sense of being a burden to the family and the assumption that despite the temporary improvement the pain will recur.

In the discussed case pain in the vulvar area was preceded by pain in the mandibular and temporal area. A growing number of reports shows that vulvodynia is a complex pain disorder similar to other idiopathic musculoskeletal pain syndromes such as fibromyalgia and temporomandibular joint syndrome. In patients with unprovoked vulvodynia a higher sensitivity to pain was also found in areas other than genitals [28]. Nguyen et al. [17] carried out a study the results of which demonstrate that 45% of patients with vulvodynia also suffer from at least one other pain syndrome, most often the irritable bowel syndrome (25.3%), fibromyalgia (12.6%) or interstitial cystitis (17.5%). In the total population of women, the incidence of the irritable bowel syndrome is 14% [29], of fibromyalgia – 4.2% [30] and of interstitial cystitis/painful bladder syndrome – 0.5% [31].

Special attention should be drawn to the frequent coexistence of vulvodynia and painful bladder syndrome. Both these conditions are often accompanied by a dysfunction of pelvic floor muscles with hypertonia. The symptoms include spasticity,
myofascial pain and micturition disorders. So far it has not been determined whether the pelvic floor muscles dysfunction precipitates the symptoms of vulvodynia or the painful bladder syndrome, or it is a reaction to pain. However, it is known that these conditions induce each other [32]. Perhaps due to hypertonia of pelvic floor muscles, the described patient was particularly susceptible to urinary retention after clomipramine and duloxetine. Chronic idiopathic orthofacial pain was found in as many as 78% of patients with localized vulvodynia. Most often it took the form of a temporomandibular joint syndrome, which in the general population occurs with a frequency of 7–15%. Women in whom vulvodynia co-occurs with orthofacial pain are characterized with a higher level of anxiety, somatization and psychological distress [28].

A number of depressive disorder symptoms, such as sleep, attention and appetite disorders, catastrophic thinking, may be a natural reaction to pain. Including them in a psychiatric diagnosis may result in overdiagnosing depression in individuals with chronic pain. This can be supported by the results of the study by Wilson et al. [33], in which the incidence of major depression diagnosed on the basis of the DSM-IV criteria dropped from 37.5 to 19.4% after excluding from diagnostic criteria the symptoms which are a natural consequence of pain. A large group of patients covered by the study was convinced that depressive symptoms that they experienced would disappear together with pain. As shown in the studies performed with the use of the Beck Depression Inventory II, the profile of the symptoms of “plain” depression and depression accompanied by pain is quite different. In depression coexisting with pain, symptoms associated with self-depreciation are less frequent, with more emphasis on such symptoms as fatigability, loss of appetite and libido, social withdrawal, difficulties at work and sleep disorders [34, 35].

It is believed that depression and chronic pain may have a common pathomechanism. Pain is related to the activation of an integrated neuromatrix called the pain neuromatrix. It consists of the primary and secondary somatosensory cortex – involved in the perception and discrimination of nociceptive stimuli, and the prefrontal cortex, the anterior cingulate gyrus, the insula, the amygdaloid nucleus, nucleus accumbens and thalamus – areas associated with the emotional and motivational aspects of pain [36, 37]. Together with the chronification of pain, the neural activation is shifted to the areas associated with emotions and motivation [38]. In individuals with chronic pain a reduction has been observed in the volume of grey matter in the anterior cingulate gyrus, the insula and the prefrontal cortex [39]. The neural areas and circuits participating in the processing of pain stimuli overlap with those that play a key role in the pathogenesis of depression. The deregulation of the reward circuitry, with nucleus accumbens being one of its elements, conditions anhedonia. The prefrontal cortex and the anterior cingulate gyrus are involved in processing negative emotional states, and the amygdaloid nucleus and hippocampus play a role in forming and recovering memories with a negative emotional content [40]. In experimental conditions the brain activity pattern in healthy volunteers experiencing intensive social rejection complies with the pattern observed in people subjected to pain stimuli. The results suggest that the key element linking pain and depression is the accompanying suffering – physical in the case of pain and mental in the event of depression [41, 42].
The pain-modifying corticofugal system is a complex neural network linking the brain stem with the spinal cord. Signals from nociceptive pathways and limbic structures such as the amygdala and the limbic cortex are integrated in the area of the periaqueductal gray, which then send projections to the brain stem nuclei and the rostral ventromedial medulla, activating the corticofugal pain-inhibiting pathways. The neurons of the corticofugal pain-inhibiting pathways end with projection neurons of the spinal cord dorsal horn. Some of the corticofugal pain-inhibiting pathways produce endorphins. Two other pathways are the spinal noradrenergic pathway starting at locus coeruleus and the corticofugal serotonergic pathway starting at raphe nuclei. Serotonin causes the hyperpolarization of the dorsal horn neurons through 5-HT1B/D presynaptic receptors, and noradrenaline – through α2 receptors. The physiological function of corticofugal serotonergic and noradrenergic pain-inhibiting pathways is to mask the perception of insignificant nociceptive stimuli. As in depression there is a deficit in monoaminergic transmission, normal stimuli which would otherwise be ignored can be perceived as nociceptive stimuli [36, 37].

Antidepressants from the group of selective reuptake inhibitors of serotonin and noradrenaline (duloxetine, venlafaxine) and tricyclic antidepressants have a proven effectiveness in the treatment of chronic pain. Serotonin reuptake inhibitors have a slightly lesser analgesic effect [36, 37, 43, 44]. The results of experimental and laboratory studies demonstrate that their analgesic effect is independent of the mood-regulating effect and is probably related to reinforcing noradrenergic and serotonergic transmission in the corticofugal pain-inhibiting system. Furthermore, the doses of antidepressants used as analgesics are usually lower (amitriptyline 50–100 mg and an equivalent of this dose) than doses used for depression. The analgesic effect usually appears earlier than the antidepressant effect [43, 44]. Another group of drugs used in the treatment of chronic neuropathic pain are anticonvulsants such as carbamazepine, pregabalin and gabapentin [44]. Their analgesic effect is related to blocking ion channels, which leads to the hyperpolarization of spinal cord dorsal horn neurons [37]. Antidepressants and anticonvulsants are commonly used in the treatment of vulvodynia. Despite the fact that there are satisfactory effects of treating vulvodynia with these drugs, meta-analyses do not provide grounds for recommending them for general application [45–47]. Among the treatments used in vulvodynia there are local analgesics, estrogen creams, and also couple psychotherapy, individual and group psychotherapy aimed at dealing with pain and sexual issues.

In patients with hypertonia of pelvic floor muscles, myofascial therapy can be particularly effective, supplemented with learning muscle contraction and relaxation with the use of biofeedback. In difficult cases resistant to conservative treatment, the following procedures are carried out: vestibulectomy, perineoplasty or pudendal nerve block [28, 47, 48]. In the analyzed clinical case, the effects of clomipramine, venlafaxine and escitalopram were satisfactory but impermanent. During the last hospitalization vulvar pain and depression resolved simultaneously already after three weeks from adding gabapentin to the duloxetine therapy at a relatively low dose of 1,200 mg/d. A similar effect could have been achieved through duloxetine monotherapy, but an attempt to increase the dose from 60 mg/d to 90 mg/d caused urinary retention.
Currently gabapentin is registered by the FDA for the treatment of focal seizures and chronic neuropathic pain. A review of the studies shows that gabapentin applied in doses from 1,200 mg to 3,000 mg per 24 hours can significantly reduce vulvar pain in 50–85% of patients with localized or generalized vulvodynia [49]. Due to the methodological limitations of the available data (a small study group, non-random sampling, no placebo control, a short observation period), gabapentin has not been registered for the treatment of vulvodynia and so far has been used off-label [49]. However, the authors are expecting the results of a multicentre, randomized, placebo-controlled, double-blind trial for the effectiveness of gabapentin in the treatment of provoked vestibulodynia [50]. In the described patient, gabapentin therapy contributed to remission also in terms of depressive symptoms and catastrophism related to pain. The literature on the subject includes case studies and open-label studies in which gabapentin proved successful in the treatment of drug-resistant depression [51], coexisting with pain and somatization [52], in patients with epilepsy [53] or depression in bipolar affective disorders [54–56]. However, the results of randomized double-blind trials demonstrate that gabapentin used in monotherapy [57, 58] or as an add-on therapy [59] is no more effective than placebo in treating drug-resistant depression in the course of BAD [57–59] and UAD [57, 58].

There are also individual reports confirming the anxiolytic properties of gabapentin in social phobia [60], perioperative anxiety and catastrophism related to post-operative pain [61, 62]. In the context of a rapidly increasing number of studies confirming the effectiveness of pregabalin in treating generalized anxiety disorders (GAD) [63], it is surprising that there are no corresponding scientific findings on gabapentin. As the molecular mechanism of these two drugs is similar (blocking voltage-gated calcium channels), it can be expected that gabapentin is at least as effective in GAD treatment as pregabalin.

The patient in question was eventually diagnosed with vulvodynia and recurring depressive disorder. The diagnosis was based on the following:

1) the nature of the reported vulvar pain met the criteria for vulvodynia, which was confirmed by a gynecologist specializing in the field;
2) mood disorders co-occurring with the pain met the criteria for depressive episodes according to the ICD-10;
3) the course of mood disorders with remission and relapse period of at least 2 months;
4) persisting symptoms of a depressive episode and a suicide attempt despite the pain subsiding during the third hospitalization;
5) the necessity to use high doses of antidepressants to achieve the remission of mood disorders and pain symptoms;
6) a high probability of a hereditary background of mood disorders.

The aforementioned diagnosis will be fully confirmed if in the future the patient experiences a depressive episode independent of pain. Due to a satisfactory response to gabapentin, a differential diagnosis with anxiety disorders was also provided. It cannot be ruled out that the patient in fact suffers from bipolar affective disorders. However, the current clinical trials at this point do not validate such a diagnosis. Table 2 contains arguments speaking against the above findings. However, it should be
emphasized that the diagnosis was based on the analysis of the medical documentation and a detailed clinical examination of the patient. Structured clinical interviews based on diagnostic criteria were not used in this case, which constitutes a limitation of the presented case study.

Table 2. **Differential diagnosis**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disorder</th>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bipolar affective disorder</td>
<td>no history of manic, hypomanic or mixed episodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generalized anxiety disorders</td>
<td>a clear predominance of severity of symptoms of depressive syndrome over severity of anxiety symptoms; anxiety was not generalized but related to the catastrophism associated with pain; lack of chronically persistent vegetative disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somatization disorder</td>
<td>the criterion of the number of somatic complaints necessary for diagnosis (≥ 6 symptoms in the scope of at least two separate groups) has not been met; diagnosis of somatic disease (vulvodynia) was made in relation to vulva pain; lack of persistent demand for further consultations with various specialists after diagnosis (diagnosis was not deepened under the pressure of the patient)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypochondriacal disorder</td>
<td>lack of permanent conviction about the occurrence of at least one somatic disease clearly defined by the patient and explaining the occurrence of the reported symptoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persistent psychogenic pain</td>
<td>the genesis of vulvar pain was determined in gynecological examination</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conclusions**

1. **Vulvodynia** often coexists with depressive disorders.
2. Depressive disorders may constitute a risk factor for vulvodynia and occur as a secondary condition to pain.
3. The frequency of other functional pain syndromes such as fibromyalgia and temporomandibular joint syndrome is much higher in patients with vulvodynia than in the general female population.
4. The risk of suicide in vulvodynia, similarly to other chronic pain syndromes, is relatively high, especially with coexisting depressive symptoms.
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